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Lecture plan

  Intro: definitions, human life cycle
  Mendel’s laws. Allele transmission. Genotype 

phase. Haplotypes and haplogroups
  Meiosis. Random distribution of chromosomes in 

meiosis
  Crossing over and recombination. Genetic distance 

and recombination probabilities
  Linkage disequilibrium and its measures
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Some definitions
A locus (plural loci) is a unique chromosomal location defining 

the position of an individual gene or DNA sequence.
Alleles (A,a,B,b,…) are alternative versions of a locus (gene).
The genotype is a list of the alleles present at one or a number of 

loci: AA, Aa, dd… 
Phenotypes, characters, or traits are the observable properties 

of an organism. 
A person is homozygous at a locus if both alleles at that locus are 

the same, and heterozygous if they are different. 
A person is hemizygous if they have only a single allele at a 

locus. This may be because the locus is on the X or Y 
chromosome in a male, or it may be because one copy of an 
autosomal locus is deleted.

A character is dominant if it is manifested in a heterozygous 
person, recessive if not.

Strachan, Read – Human Molecular Genetics3



Symbols used in pedigree analysis

Hartwell – Genetics. From genes to genomes4



Newborns
                  

                    Selection

Adults

                                  Meiosis, 2N → N

Gametes

                                           Random union, N → 2N

Newborns

…

Life cycle

 Mutations     
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Mendel’s laws of inheritance (1866)
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dddd dDdd DDdd

dDdD DDdD DDDD

Allele transmission obeys Mendel’s law
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Allele transmission obeys Mendel’s law
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Allele transmission obeys Mendel’s law
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Exercise: other examples of DNM?



Duncan Thomas – Statistical Methods in Genetic Epidemiology

Allele transmission obeys Mendel’s law
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Phased and unphased genotypes

DDdd dDdd dDdD

XY: unphased genotype
X|Y: paternal | maternal

Genotype phasing: Paternal or maternal origin inference for alleles
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dD dddD dd  dD  DD

DDdd dDdd dDdD

XY: unphased genotype
X|Y: paternal | maternal

Genotype phasing: Paternal or maternal origin inference for alleles

Phased and unphased genotypes
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dD dddD dd  dD  DD

DDdd dDdd dDdD

d|D d|D d|d d|d     D|D

d|D,D|dXY: unphased genotype
X|Y: paternal | maternal

Genotype phasing: Paternal or maternal origin inference for alleles

Phased and unphased genotypes
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Why genotype phase is important?
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Haplotypes
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Haplotype: a combination of alleles that are transmitted together



Haplotype: a combination of alleles that are transmitted together

– For N alleles, ~N combinations (haplotypes) instead of 2N

– Alleles are in linkage: d with b etc.

Haplotypes
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Haplotypes: more realistic example

17 HapMap Project
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Haplotypes: more realistic example

Griffiths -- Introduction to Genetic Analysis
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Haplotypes: more realistic example

Griffiths -- Introduction to Genetic Analysis
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Haplotypes: more realistic example
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Haplotypes: more realistic example



Griffiths -- Introduction to Genetic Analysis21

Haplotypes: more realistic example
Map of human migration based on the mitochondrial DNA
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Haplotypes: even more realistic example

HapMap Project
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Haplotypes: even more realistic example

HapMap Project





Pierce – Genetics Essentials. Concepts and Connections

Mitosis and meiosis
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Random distribution of chromosomes in meiosis

Strachan, Read – Human Molecular Genetics

Arbitrary examples of just 5 of 223 = 8,388,608 chromosome combinations 
in sperm cells, assuming no recombination
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Pierce – Genetics Essentials. Concepts and Connections

Random distribution of chromosomes in meiosis
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Pierce – Genetics Essentials. Concepts and Connections

Crossing over produces extra genetic variation
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Crossing over: exchange of genetic information 
between homologous chromosomes. Crossing over is 
the basis for intrachromosomal recombination, 
creating new combinations of alleles on a chromatid.



Strachan, Read – Human Molecular Genetics

Crossing over produces extra genetic variation
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Pierce – Genetics Essentials. Concepts and Connections

Crossing over produces extra genetic variation
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Pierce – Genetics Essentials. Concepts and Connections

Crossing over produces extra genetic variation
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Pierce – Genetics Essentials. Concepts and Connections

Crossing over produces extra genetic variation
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Alberts -- Essential Cell Biology

Crossing over produces extra genetic variation
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Haplotypes: now with recombination
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Haplotypes: now with recombination

A          B           D

a           b           D

a           b           d

a           B           D

A           b           d

Exercise: which haplotypes recombined and where?

Mutation creates new alleles, recombination creates new 
allele combinations



Hartl, Clark – Principles of population genetics

How to combine beneficial alleles?
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 Both double strand breaks (DSBs) and crossovers form hotspots, 
location: mostly intergenic. Not all DSBs) result in crossovers

 High individual variability; average: 150 male / 350 female DSBs, 
50 male / 70 female crossovers per genome. Female/male ratio ~1.6

 Crossover sites are associated with: H3K4me3, nucleosome 
depletion, reduced DNA methylation

 40% of crossover variation is due to PRDM9 polymorphism. 
PRDM9  is a zinc finger protein with histone  methyltransferase 
activity that catalyzes histone H3 lysine 4 trimethylation 
(H3K4me3) during meiotic prophase

Zelkowski (2019) Trends Genet

Recombination: highlights
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Cheung (2007) Am J Hum Genet

♂ ♀

Individual Individual

Recombinations per meiosis
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Figure 2. Individual variation in the number of recombination events per meiosis. 
The graphs show the number of recombination events per meiosis in each individual. 
The panels show data for men (left) and women (right). The number of recombination 
events per meiosis is shown as a dot. Individuals are arranged in ascending order of 
the average number of recombination events per meiosis.



Strachan, Read – Human Molecular Genetics

A typical chromosome is 
shown in a common ancestor, 
20 generations ago, of four 
present-day individuals. There 
will be 1-2 random 
crossovers in each 
chromosome arm in each of 
the 20 meioses linking each 
present-day person to their 
common ancestor. Only a 
small proportion of the 
sequence of the ancestor's 
chromosome will be inherited 
by descendants after 20 
generations (red segments).

Shared ancestral chromosome segments
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A DNA segment is identical by state (IBS) in two or more individuals if they 
have identical nucleotide sequences in this segment. An IBS segment is identical 
by descent (IBD) in two or more individuals if they have inherited it from a 
common ancestor without recombination, that is, the segment has the same 
ancestral origin in these individuals.

DNA segments that are IBD are IBS per definition, but segments that are not 
IBD can still be IBS due to the same mutations in different individuals or 
recombinations that do not alter the segment. 

Shared ancestral chromosome segments
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Recombination probability and genetic distance
Genetic distance between two loci measures how frequently these loci 
recombine. The genetic distance d  between two chromosomal loci equals 
one centimorgan (cM) if probability of crossover in a single meiosis is 
0.01

  cM is a unit of genetic distance, 1cM ≈ 1Mbp (physical distance)

  Haldane function: (a) Probability of k crossovers within a region of unit 
genetic distance x is e-xxk/k!  (b) Two crossovers  no recombination, so ⟹
recombination rate, or probability θ(x) = e-xx + e-xx3/3! + e-xx5/5! … = e-x(x 
+ x3/3! + x5/5! + …) = e-xsh(x)  = e-x(ex–e-x)/2 = (1–e-2x)/2 = (1–e-2d/100)/2, 
where d is measured in cM

  Features of recombination rate: 0≤θ≤1/2,   θ ≈ x for x ≈ 0,
 θ = 0.22 for x = 0.3,   θ ≈ 1/2 for x→∞ 
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Exercise: draw θ(x) 



a                        b

A                        B

a                        b

A                        B

a                        b

A                        B

a                        B

A                        b

a                        b

A                        B

a                        B

A                        b

Gamete frequencies 

Independent segregation

Recombination with  probability θ
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1/2

1/2

1 – θ

θ



Recombination frequencies (cM/Mb)

42 https://pophuman.uab.cat/





Linkage disequilibrium
LD: non-random association of alleles at two loci

A                        B

A                        B

A                        b

A                        b

a                        B

a                        B

a                        b

a                        b

A                        B

A                        B

A                        B

A                        B

a                        b

a                        b

a                        b

a                        b

Alleles: A, a; B, b. Frequencies: P
A
 + P

a
 = 1; P

B
 + P

b
 = 1

Haplotypes: AB, Ab, aB, ab. Frequencies: P
AB

 + P
Ab

 + P
aB

 + P
ab

 = 1

Complete equilibrium:
P

A
 = P

a
 = P

B
 = P

b
 = ½ 

P
AB

 = P
Ab

 = P
aB

 = P
ab

 = ¼ 

Complete disequilibrium:
P

A
 = P

a
 = P

B
 = P

b
 = ½ 

P
AB

 = P
ab

 = ½,   P
aB 

= P
Ab 

= 0 43



Linkage disequilibrium measures
A                        B

A                        B

a                        B

a                        b

a                        B

A                        B

A                        B

a                        b

A                        B

A                        B

A                        b

a                        b

A                        B

a                        b

A                        B

Exercise: for the example to the left, calculate
 actual haplotype frequencies 
 expected haplotype frequencies with no LD
 LD coefficients
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Linkage disequilibrium decay in time
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LD coefficient decays each generation at a rate 
determined by the degree of recombination:

Exercise: suppose two loci separated by 500 Kbp are in partial 
linkage with D = 0.1. Give an estimate of how many generations 
it may take to reduce D to 0.05.



Linkage disequilibrium decay in space

The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium (2015) Nature doi:10.1038/nature15393

r2
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Altshuler (2008) Science

Haplotypes: another realistic example
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Altshuler (2008) Science

Haplotypes: another realistic example
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Why knowing linkage is important?
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●  Genome segments tend to remain together through many 
generations. 

●  A causal allele is transmitted along with other alleles that 
can be used as tags, or markers.

●  However, this complicates identification of the truly 
causal allele and its direct association with phenotype

   Causal variant             Linked variant
(direct association)    (indirect association)



Altshuler (2008) Science50

Why knowing linkage is important?



Summary
  Allele transmission obeys the Mendel’s law. In some cases we 

can inference the paternal or maternal origin of an allele.
  Haplotypes are allele combinations
  Meiosis halves the cell’s ploidy and introduces genetic diversity 

by independent segregation and recombination
  There is considerable variation in crossover rates. On average 

there are 50 male and 70 female crossovers per genome
  Genome fragments may be identical by descent or only by state 

IBS
  Genetic distance between two loci measures how frequently 

these loci recombine. 
  Recombination destroys linkage of genomic loci
  Knowing linkage structure in a region is important for analysis 

of association
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Further reading
 The International HapMap Consortium (2005). A haplotype map of 

the human genome. Nature 437, 1299–1320.
 Cheung, V.G., Burdick, J.T., Hirschmann, D., and Morley, M. 

(2007). Polymorphic Variation in Human Meiotic Recombination. 
Am J Hum Genet 80, 526–530.

 Altshuler, D., Daly, M.J., and Lander, E.S. (2008). Genetic Mapping 
in Human Disease. Science 322, 881–888.

 The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium (2015). A global reference 
for human genetic variation. Nature 526, 68–74.

 Bhérer, C., Campbell, C.L., and Auton, A. (2017). Refined genetic 
maps reveal sexual dimorphism in human meiotic recombination at 
multiple scales. Nat Commun 8, 1–9.

 Zelkowski, M., Olson, M.A., Wang, M., and Pawlowski, W. (2019). 
Diversity and Determinants of Meiotic Recombination Landscapes. 
Trends Genet. 35, 359–370

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Identity_by_descent
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